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Abstract. Leagility is a strategic concept that represents a combination of lean
and agile. Lean is assumed to be a cost-based strategy that is appropriate in a
forecast-driven context upstream of the customer order decoupling point
(CODP). Agile is the corresponding flexibility-based strategy in a customer-
order-driven context downstream of the CODP. Competitive advantage is based
on that the position of the CODP is aligned with the market requirements. In a
dyad setting this alignment can be realized with relative ease but in a triad
setting it becomes more complicated if both supply actors pursue a leagile
strategy. If lean based purchasing faces an agile based delivery strategy or the
opposite, where agile based purchasing faces a lean based delivery strategy, the
interface is misaligned. In this paper, four interface configurations are identified
and empirical examples of each are given based on a case study.
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1 Introduction

Lean and agile are two strategies that have attracted considerable interest in both
practice and in the literature. Lean has been considered as emphasizing efficiency and
how to perform a value stream in the most cost efficient way possible [1]. Ford and
Toyota are seen as originators of this approach but over the years the approach has
disseminated into many industries and a vast array of companies. As a reaction to this
efficiency based approach, the agile strategy was suggested as an alternative that in a
more explicit way embraces IT enabled virtual organizations [2]. In addition, the
capability to serve individual customers was emphasized for the agile strategy and this
requires a higher level of flexibility which is in contrast to the Heijunka approach to
levelling that is at the core of lean. The lean and agile approaches are applicable to
individual companies as well as more complex multi actor supply chains since each
strategy suggests a homogenous and integrated design of all actors in the network. In
the late 90’s, the two strategies were combined in different ways and the most refer-
enced is the leagile strategy that is a design employing lean and agile in tandem [3].

Employing lean and agile in tandem is manageable within a dyad setting where one
company applies a leagile strategy in order to both act in a flexible way towards its
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customers and at the same time having a cost focus upstream. However, when it comes
to a triad setting, i.e. three actors in a sequence [4] corresponding to a direct supply
chain [5], the applications of a leagile strategy is less straight forward. There is a risk of
misalignments at the interfaces between the actors in the triad due to the different
strategies applied. If the companies are unaware of this complexity related to the actor
interfaces, the potential advantages of employing a leagile strategy may not be realized.
The purpose of this paper is thus to describe the different types of actor interfaces that
can be identified when a leagility strategy is employed by the two supply actors in a
triad. Consequently, the contribution is the identification of interface alignments and
interface misalignments when the two consecutive supply actors act individually.

Next, leagility is investigated in the original context of a dyad and some key
characteristics are outlined. Thereafter, leagility is put into a supply chain context of a
triad and two types of interface alignment and two types of interface misalignment are
identified. Finally, the four types of interfaces are illustrated by case examples and
some ideas for further research are outlined.

2 Leagility in a Dyad Context

The concept of leagility was first defined by Naylor et al. [3] and they suggested that
the decoupling point [6] is a key construct when combining lean with agile. The
decoupling point is also referred to as the customer order decoupling point (CODP) by
e.g. Giesberts and van der Tang [7]. A key property of the CODP was identified by
Shingō [8] and was termed the P:D ratio [9] which is based on the relation between the
two strategic lead-times: the cumulative Product lead-time (P) and the requested
Delivery lead-time (D). In some cases the product lead-time has been referred to as the
Supply lead-time (S), see e.g. Bäckstrand and Wikner [10], to emphasize that the
lead-time of all supply activities should be included, and S is hence used in this paper.

These two strategic lead-times (S and D) are illustrated in Fig. 1 where the dyad
with the focal actor (FA) and the customer actor (CA) is the unit of analysis. The CA
requests a product with the delivery lead-time DFA from the FA and all activities at FA
during the DFA are customer-order-driven. The CODP is positioned based on the DFA

and differentiates activities based on forecast from activities based on customer order.

Fig. 1. Leagility in a dyad
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The CODP is illustrated by a diamond in Fig. 1 in line with Wikner [11]. The FA has a
supply lead-time SFA to supply the product to CA and if SFA > DFA there is not enough
time available during DFA to supply the product and hence the FA must initiate supply
before the customer order is known and this is referred to as supply to forecast, which is
also known as forecast-driven activities. Naylor et al. [3] observed that the charac-
teristics of forecast-driven activities are similar to several lean characteristics and
concluded that upstream from the CODP, a lean approach is appropriate with its focus
on cost efficiency through level flow in terms of volume and mix. Downstream from
the CODP, the customer order is known and already in the original work on agility by
Goldman and Preiss [2] it was pointed out that an agile strategy is appropriate for
customer-order-driven activities where flexibility is key. This provided the third
building block (in addition to CODP and lean) in the definition by leagility, see e.g.
Wikner [12]. The interface between the FA and the CA is indicated by a circle in Fig. 1
and by definition this interface is balanced, i.e. the leagility applied by the FA is aligned
with the requirements of the CA, since the CODP is positioned based on the lead-time
DFA which reflects the market requirements. In subsequent figures, an unbalanced
interface is indicated with two separate ellipses.

3 Leagility in a Triad Context

The triad consists of a CA that is the final customer in the triad and the supply is
represented by two actors in sequence, where the FA is responsible for supplying the
CA and a supplier actor (SA) is responsible for supplying the FA. The triad context
thus represents a higher level of complexity than the dyad, in the sense that there are
two supply actors involved in the supply network. We investigate the impact of the CA
on both the FA and the supplier of the FA (i.e. the SA) and in this context the triad is
the most simple, and still relevant, supply chain structure to use. A triad is investigated
to avoid unnecessary complexity and still maintain the fundamental characteristics of a
supply chain. The triad has the cumulative supply lead-time of SSA + SFA. If the two
supply actors (SA and FA) were integrated, they would basically correspond to one
actor. But, in most cases, the integration is limited and each actor has one CODP each,
which is a case of multiple decoupling points, see e.g. Sun et al. [13].

In such a fragmented triad setting it is possible to identify two configurations where
there are misalignments at the interface between the SA and the FA and two config-
urations where the interfaces are aligned. Alignment is here defined as when the two
sides of the interface between SA and FA have the same competitive priorities in terms
of cost or flexibility. Alignment hence corresponds to when lean is facing lean at the
interface (Fig. 2) or when agile faces agile (Fig. 4). In addition, two misalignment
configurations where lean is interfaced with agile are identified, see Figs. 3 and 5.

3.1 Leagility in a Triad: Interface Alignment 1

The first configuration is when the FA purchases materials based on forecast and the
SA is forecast-driven and delivers from stock. This means that at the interface both the
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SA and the FA are lean-oriented and cost focus hence meets cost focus. This config-
uration is referred to as interface alignment 1 and is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the
CODP of the FA (CODPFA) is positioned internal to the FA. This corresponds to that
all activities except purchasing can be customer-order-driven and hence the delivery
lead-time is shorter than the supply lead-time of the FA (SFA > DFA). The SA is
forecast-driven with the CODP (CODPSA) positioned at the end of the SA and it
delivers from stock. The delivery lead-time to FA from the SA is here assumed to be
zero (DSA = 0).

3.2 Leagility in a Triad: Interface Misalignment 1

In the configuration alignment 1, above, the CODPSA is positioned at the end of the
SA. In the configuration in Fig. 3 the CODPSA is instead positioned upstream from the
FA interface (i.e. DSA > 0). Still, the FA is purchasing based on a forecast of future
orders from the CA, i.e. purchasing to stock (i.e. SFA > DFA). However, the SA
performs its last activities as customer-order-driven, which means that at the interface
the SA is agility oriented but the FA is lean oriented. This is referred to as interface
misalignment 1 where flexibility focus meets cost focus and indicated with two ellipses
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Interface alignment 1: Cost-Cost

Fig. 3. Interface misalignment 1: Flexibility-Cost
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3.3 Leagility in a Triad: Interface Alignment 2

The second configuration with alignment is when the FA is purchasing based on
customer order from the CA (i.e. purchase to order, SFA ≤ DFA) and the SA is per-
forming some activities based on customer order from the FA (i.e. DSA > 0). Both sides
of the interface between SA and FA are thus agility oriented with flexibility focus, see
Fig. 4. Note that it is not necessary for the two CODPs to be positioned at the same
place within the SA, they could be positioned separately due to e.g. the bill of material
of the item provided by the SA. This would result in a partial misalignment with limited
sense business wise but could still exist for technical reasons.

3.4 Leagility in a Triad: Interface Misalignment 2

The fourth configuration is based on Interface alignment 2 where the two CODPs were
positioned at the same place within the SA. However, in this case, the SA is
forecast-driven and hence the CODPSA is positioned at the end of SA (i.e. DSA = 0) as
shown in Fig. 5. As a consequence, lean at the SA side is facing agile at the FA side
resulting in a misalignment. Note that this could be the consequence of limited
information sharing between the two supply actors since even though the FA has the
delivery lead-time of DFA, where SFA ≤ DFA, this information is not known by the SA
which thus has selected a forecast-driven approach.

Fig. 4. Interface alignment 2: Flexibility-Flexibility

Fig. 5. Interface misalignment 2: Cost-Flexibility
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4 Examples of the Four Interface Configurations

Table 1 provides a structured summary of the four configurations outlined above. The
first column of Table 1 represent configurations where purchasing is based on forecast.
The two cases in the second column represent configurations where purchasing is
customer-order-driven. The first row represents delivery from finished goods inventory
by the SA and the second row that the SA performs some customer-order-driven
activities before the actual delivery is performed.

The four interface configurations are exemplified by using empirical illustrations
gathered from the case company Parker Hannifin AB in Trollhättan, Sweden (hence-
forth referred to as Parker). The empirical illustrations are based on a deeper case
analysis presented in [4, 14]. Parker is part of Parker Hannifin Corporation, which is a
global leader in ‘Motion and Control Technologies’. Parker manufactures heavy-duty
hydraulic pumps and motors with fixed and variable displacement. The product family
F12, in the fixed motors segment, is sold both as a standard product and as a cus-
tomized product and is used to exemplify the four interface configurations in terms of
four scenarios. Parker is acting as the FA in the examples below, and hence “Parker” is
used instead of “FA” as the index. For the standard F12, the requested delivery
lead-time from the CA (DParker) positions the CODPParker within Parker (Figs. 2 and 3),
while the DParker for the customized F12 positions the CODPParker upstream from
Parker and within the SA (Figs. 4 and 5).

Interface Alignment 1: The F12 is assembled from 30 items and out of these items four
are made in-house and 26 are purchased [4]. Out of all the purchased items 19 are
purchased based on forecast (i.e. SParker > DParker) where 18 of them are made-to-stock
by the SA (i.e. DSA = 0). Roughly two thirds of all constituent items are thus related to
Interface alignment 1.

Interface Misalignment 1: In all Parkers fixed motors (including F12), the same type of
Parker specific O-ring is included, regardless of product variant. The SA for these
O-rings manufactures this item based on a customer order from Parker (i.e. DSA > 0).
Parker on the other hand purchases the O-rings based on a forecast of future orders
from the CA (i.e. SParker > DParker). The CODPSA and CODPParker are thus positioned
internally at the respective actor, corresponding to interface misalignment 1. Hence,
both the SA and Parker are performing the last activities based on customer order

Table 1. Four interface configurations
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respectively. However, Parker identified this misalignment and later changed this
scenario to alignment 1, by replacing the customized O-ring with a standard O-ring
stocked by the SA.

Interface Alignment 2: One of Parkers more strategic items, a shaft, is purchased and
manufactured based on customer order from the CA (i.e. SParker ≤ DParker) as it is
customized. The customization also affects the SA and, under the assumption that
customization is not performed on speculation, the CODPSA and the CODPParker are
positioned at the same place, i.e. inside the SA (i.e. DSA > 0). This scenario therefore
corresponds to interface alignment 2 where the two decoupling points are positioned
within the SA. Note that Parker is delivering to customer order from the CA and that
SA is delivering based on customer order from Parker. Both these CODPs are however
positioned at the same place in the triad.

Interface Misalignment 2: The conic roller bearings used in F12 are standard items for
Parker since they are used for every F12 regardless of product variant. Parker purchases
this item based on customer order from the CA, positioning the CODPParker internally
at the SA (i.e. SParker ≤ DParker). However, the SA delivers this item from stock (i.e.
DSA = 0), positioning the CODPSA at the end of the SA. Hence, the supply lead-time
SParker is shorter than the delivery lead-time (DParker) for F12. The SA could have
manufactured this item based on a customer order from Parker but has decided to
manufacture this item based on forecast. This scenario therefore corresponds to
interface misalignment 2.

5 Conclusions and Further Research

Leagility is usually approached in a dyadic setting where the CA’s requirements are
considered (at FA) in terms of the requested delivery lead-time. By including a third
actor (the SA), a triad perspective is obtained and as we have shown this leads to
additional complexity due to the two actor-interfaces. The strategic lead-times S and D
of the actors, and consequently the position of the CODPs, have a critical impact on
how to balance cost with flexibility at the actor interfaces. The examples presented
above point to that the two aligned interface strategies are preferable to the misaligned
strategies, but a more detailed investigation of other cases will need to be performed to
provide empirical support for the properties of the four identified interface configura-
tions and on preferred transitions between the configurations. In this leagility context it
would also be interesting to investigate the impact on financial performance. Fur-
thermore, the theory needs to be extended to also cover a more detailed discussion on
internal properties of the SA and FA and in particular how the CODPs can be posi-
tioned at different internal positions. Also the impact of different levels of custom-
ization in relation to the agile strategy needs to be analyzed.
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